

































































































































































































































































































































































Reconstructing Chinese Vernacular Landscape:
An Inspiration from“List”
Peng Zhaorong Tian Muhe
Abstract：Various governmental projects are executed in China nowadays. Projects，such as urbanization and New
Countryside Construction，result in the similarity of cities，the disappearance of farmland，and even the loss of ver－
nacular heritage. In execution of these projects，the dominant positions are given to the planners，designers as well
as engineers，which attract widespread criticism. However，instead of merely criticizing and blaming，we should，out
of a sense of obligation，solve these problems through careful planning. If someone comes up with such a question：
“What kind of vernacular landscape is in need of protection？”It is still a difficult question to answer. The idea of
“List”provides inspiration to the author and suggests that it is possible to learn from our forerunners who special－
ized in protecting cultural heritage through initiatives such as：to investigate，search，classify，register and to list
from the original landscape in countryside，and to compile“A List of Chinese Vernacular Landscape”with Chinese
characteristics.
Key words：vernacular landscape，list，records，cognition （see P.70）
Ethnic Historical Memory and Multicultural Interaction
——An Interpretation of the Legend of“Nanjing Zhuji Lane
Immigrants”among the Han People in Hehuang valley
Zhao Zongfu
Abstract：The ancestral origin legend，“Nanjing ZhuJi Lane Immigrants”，is widely circulated among the Han peo－
ple in Hehuang Valley. It is actually a combination of two legends：“Zhu Yuanzhang in the Lantern Festival”and
“Nanxiong Zhuji lane”. It was created in Wanli period of Ming Dynasty out of the cultural needs of Han People. It
then spread gradually and became the historical memory of this ethnic group. However，due to the multi-ethnic
cultural interaction，the legend spread among local ethnic groups such as Han，Tibetan and Tu people，which re－
flects the generation mechanism of ancestral origin legends in multi-ethnic area.
Key words：Nanjing Zhuji Lane；migrant legend；Hehuang Han people；multicultural interaction；ethnic historical
memory
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